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Kaiser Optical Systems and S•PACT announce collaboration in the
process analytics market
ANN ARBOR, MI (July 31, 2017) – Kaiser Optical Systems Inc. (Kaiser) and S•PACT are pleased
to announce the completion of the first year of their alliance in Process Analytics to develop
Raman solutions for the process market.
“We are convinced that it takes more than just high quality instrumentation to serve customers’
needs”, confirms Kaiser's Managing Director Tim Harrison. “The right combination of high quality
instrumental data, analytical methods, and automation provides our customers savings when
developing and improving manufacturing processes."
Our new alliance covers custom analyzers as well as Global Solutions currently developed by
Kaiser to serve dedicated markets. Analytical approaches using univariate data analysis,
multivariate analysis as well as hard modelling approaches are available.
“By aligning the resources of our company with Kaiser we are able to serve new customers in new
territories and industries while furthering our mission to help companies realize the benefits
offered from process analytical solutions", Clemens Minnich notes.
The combination of skills provided by Kaiser and S•PACT allow us to guide the customer to the
right equipment solution, design of experiment, and data analysis approach. This support allows
us to serve both small companies that can benefit from Raman but do not have the skills on staff
to support a new analyzer evaluation or deployment as well as large companies looking to
outsource analytical development.
Over the last year of the alliance alone, more than 20 companies have benefitted from this
alliance.

About Kaiser Optical Systems
Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc., an Endress+Hauser company is a leader in Raman analyzers and
components for spectroscopy including holographic optical elements. The company was formed
in 1979 and has over 26 years of experience in Raman spectroscopy with customers located
around the world. Additional company and product information is available at www.kosi.com.

About S•PACT
S•PACT is a 2010 technology spin-off of the renowned Aachen University RWTH which has a
particular focus on the development and application of proprietary methods for the efficient,
quantitative analysis of spectroscopic data. In addition, S•PACT supplies a comprehensive service
around the design of complete solutions for process analytics, and collaborates with suppliers of
the most powerful measuring instruments.
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